Don’t Drown!
How to Transition Swimmingly From Resident to Faculty in Academic Emergency Medicine
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Who we are...
Objectives

• List common aphorisms of advice for new attendings

• Identify strategies for interpreting that advice
Common Aphorisms

• Academic
• Clinical
• General
Common Aphorisms

✓ Academic
  • Clinical
  • General
Academic Aphorism #1

“You work for your chair”
Academic Aphorism #2

“Find a sponsor/mentor and network”
Academic Aphorism #3

“Find your niche”
Common Aphorisms

✓ Academic
✓ Clinical
• General
Clinical Aphorism #1

“Do what helps you sleep at night”
“Learn everyone’s name”
Clinical Aphorism #3

“Trust but verify”
Common Aphorisms

✓ Academic
✓ Clinical
✓ General
General Aphorism #1

“Establish your brand”
General Aphorism #2

“Say yes”
General Aphorism #3

“Love your job”
Questions?
Thank you!